
How did this form(s) of theatre make you feel while watching it? 
 

• Emotional, raw, contemplative! 
• More involved 
• N/A 
• Enjoyed some 
• Happy 
• Interested, educated 
• I lived it. They were fun and entertaining 
• I was bored after 90 minutes. 
• Thoughtful 
• Usually confused 
• Interested 
• Entertained 
• Smart and interested 
• I felt pretty entertained 
• Happy, scared, hopeful, angry...etc. 
• Bored & confused 
• Attentive 
• Elizabethan was rather boring, but it's what one expects when they hear "theatre." Kabuki 

was interesting. It made me feel inspired from the visuals. Pansoori is very simplified so 
it's easy to understand. I liked it. 

• Emotional usually 
• Too serious. Didn't care for it 
• So so 
• Stuffy 
• Entertained, entranced, emotional 
• Sometimes confused, but I enjoyed it. 
• Joy, surprise at how easy it was to understand 
• I felt like there is a huge language gap between Shakespeare times and now. 
• Unremarkable 
• Some good, some bad 
• Frustrated as I couldn't understand what they were saying! 
• Engaged and like I was in a different time 
• Good 
• Serene and intrigued. 
• Looking at history 
• Like it took me back to that time period 
• Open 
• Interested 
• It put me in the time period 
• I enjoyed this experience. 
• Intrigued 
• Entertained once I got past the language 



• Confused mostly. 
• Entertained 
• Confused 
• Cultured, fancy, bound/engaged in history 
• It depends 
• Bored/Confused 
• needed to do more of this 
• I love the different styles. Each one has value and adds to the desired effect if chosen and 

executed with purpose. 
• A bit challenged- in a good way- as I tried to understand 
• Intrigued, aesthetically engaged 
• Detached 
• Didn't really enjoy either, confused 
• I like them. I don't know the others. It depends on the overall theme of the performance 

that determines my feeling. 
• I don't really like Shakespeare so it wasn't that great. 
• A little confused but also really smart when I "got" it 
• Like I wanted to be on stage too. 
• A little bored 
• Greek: bored, Elizabethan: giggly at the innuendo, comedian del arte: amused 
• Sad 
• Emotional 
• Interested 
• Greek: Excited and brainwashed 
• Makes you think and analyze what you are watching. 
• Enamored 
• Suspenseful and they give a good interpretation 
• N/a 
• Interested 
• Disconnected 

 
  



What do you know about Greek theatre? Write down anything you think you know, whether it’s 
right or wrong. 
 

• All men and boys playing all roles, Chorus, amphitheaters and in the round, singing and 
music, tragedies and comedies, Hubris and story arcs that have a similar moral or pattern  

• Nothing 
• Nothing really, I guess I assumed it would be about Greek Mythology or Ancient Greece 
• Sometimes theater in the round. Use masks 
• That they are mostly tragic 
• It's in Greek? It's like the early Greek plays 
• The chorus was the narrator and a character and kept breaking the fourth wall 
• Honestly nothing. 
• Choruses, hero-like characters 
• I think there's a chorus of people that echo whatever the lead character says or something 

like that 
• They had a chorus and actors in masks. all actors were male. They performed comedies, 

tragedies and satires. Originally tied to worship of Dionysus 
• It has to do with Greek mythology 
• There are two types, tragedy and comedy 
• Some of their plays are what we know now as myths that we learn in school 
• It seems to teach lessons of life. 
• Nothing 
• All men, no women, usually involved the gods 
• Emperor Nero forcing people to listen to him play poorly on a musical instrument. I 

know they performed in amphitheaters. 
• Trojan women is a Greek play 
• Nothing 
• Gods 
• Iliad, Odyssey, and that's about it 
• A lot of tragedy, morality, duty. Some of the earliest theatre extant. 
• I got nothing. Maybe a lot of characters with the surname stem "opolous"? Haha 
• comedy and tragedy masks 
• No idea 
• I think of people with a white happy or sad face mask. 
• It's the original form of theater, it's very old. Limited characters. 
• I really don’t know anything about theater. I just watch it bc my fiancé is a theater girl. 
• Nothing 
• It’s often done in the round 
• Based on gods and mythology? 
• The "scene" was a wall behind the actors, traditionally, masks were worn that amplified 

the speaker's voice beyond what the amphitheater could do. 
• Was in Euripides Trojan Women so more stressed about lines! 
• Nothing 
• The Greeks loved hearing and telling stories out loud so theater was valued. 



• I studied Classics in college, so I would write a super long thing, but I'm a little too lazy. 
I guess I'll talk about my favorite play, Sophocles' Philoctetes. It involves Odysseus and 
Neoptolemus going to the island of Lemnos to try and get the master archer, Philoctetes, 
and his bow, once owned by Heracles, to come back with them to the siege of Troy and 
help them win the war, as it is said he is necessary. However, Phil absolutely despises the 
army for abandoning him on that island. What ensues is a great show of Greek concepts 
of morality and a "moral high ground", plus an understanding of Greek views on trauma, 
both physical and emotional. Also, it won first prize in the Dionysia of 409 BC. 

• It typically is either a comedy which ends happy or a tragedy which does not. 
• I'm not sure 
• Togas 
• Nothing 
• I would recognize basic terms that I learned in high school, but can't really name them. 
• Yikes not much. I associate "Greek theater" with things like Greek gods/goddesses and 

Ancient Greek music 
• Men did the acting, it was popular 
• Often wore masks, had chorus, all men, 
• Masks, choruses 
• There's a chorus! And masks. 
• deus ex machina often affects outcome 
• Large amphitheaters, chorus, sometimes one actor will step out from the chorus, use of 

masks 
• Greek chorus provides explanations and background info. Usually has a clear 

hero/heroine. 
• Part of Dionysian worship; many stories inspired by mythology or the Peloponnesian 

war; amateur citizen actors (male); chorus could also be seen as a surrogate for the 
audience 

• old, mythological, human 
• all men, greek chorus 
• I don't really know much of anything. I just know I've seen a Greek style of performance. 
• The men acted as women, and if people died in the play, prisoners were killed for it. 
• They wore masks, they spoke in poetry, and there was a chorus that chanted. And 

everybody dies at the end 
• Nothing 
• Tragedy. Everyone dies. 
• Some myths have been turned into plays 
• There's a chorus. It's highly stylized. There are longggg monologues. 
• I don’t think I know anything but I have been to Ancient Greek theaters. I would imagine 

there is a lot of death and underlying meanings. 
• Tragedy, comedy, satire? 
• It's done in the round 
• ritual, sacrifice, morals, masks 
• Can be written in verse, often has strong female characters 
• First (available) written plays. The dual art of comedy or drama. Always consists of some 

catharsis. 



• Men played women roles, there are parts of the stage we used today (such as deuce ex 
machina) and it took place outside in an amphitheater 

• People wear togas, it was in open theatres, it was very dramatic 
• Chorus, god in the machine, vomitorium 
• Greek chorus, action offstage, retelling famous epics and stories 

  



What do you know about Noh or Kabuki theatre? Write down anything you think you know, 
whether it’s right or wrong. 
 

• Masks, ritual and doing specific plays during special occasions, puppets 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• No idea about Noh. Kabuki limited talk more dance or interpretive action 
• Not much 
• Not much dialog, definitely Asian in flavor. 
• Kabuki made use of masks and acrobatics 
• Nothing. 
• African? 
• I think it has exaggerated makeup and expressions and gestures 
• Stylized, white faces, instruments 
• Kabuki is Japanese 
• It’s Japanese and they wear masks 
• Never heard of either type of theater but that doesn’t necessarily mean I haven’t seen 

either one before 
• An ancient form of theater performed by men. 
• Never heard of it - guessing an Asian style of theatre 
• Kabuki is white makeup on all the actors 
• I don't know what Noh is. Kabuki theatre is Japanese and there is a lot of makeup, 

costumes, dancing. 
• Kabuki originated in Japan 
• Kabuki is Japanese style. Don't know about Noh 
• Kabuki is performed in heavy makeup and traditional clothing 
• Japanese 
• Nothing about Noh. Kabuki is that a type of Japanese theater that's more pantomime? 
• Masks? 
• Beautiful dancing, crazy makeup. 
• nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing whatsoever. Never even heard of it. 
• It’s Asian I think, no idea 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Japanese art? 
• Kabuki is stylized Japanese theatre focused heavily on movement and full body 

expression. It's like an Opera...with your body, further emphasized with dramatic 
costumes and stark face paint...never heard of Noh before this. 

• Kabuki is elaborate Japanese theater 
• Nothing 
• I don't know anything about these genres. 



• Nothing about Noh, only know that Kabuki is Japanese. 
• Isn't that Japanese costume theatre 
• I don't know 
• Face paint 
• No one talks 
• Nothing 
• ...Japanese? 
• Not a thing! 
• I believe also wears masks, Japanese (?), plays about gods 
• Presentational 
• It's Japanese... maybe geishas and facepaint? 
• Asian 
• Kabuki theatre uses puppets that 3 handlers use. The most experienced handler operates 

the face and right arm, one handler operates the left arm, and one handler operates the 
feet. There is a narrator who sings the story and does all the voices for the characters' 
dialogue. 

  



What do you know about Elizabethan (Shakespeare) theatre? Write down anything you think you 
know, whether it’s right or wrong. 
 

• Outside theaters and candle lit, verse and prose, all male actors 
• Nothing 
• Seen the movie versions of Romeo and Juliet and read part of the play in high school but 

have never seen Shakespeare theatre 
• Characters were often all male. Audiences expected reality from the play 
• Very interesting 
• usually in the round, LOTS of words, some difficult to understand 
• They sometimes read the script on stage, they groundlings would throw things if they 

didn't like the show. They also had five acts 
• Lately there has been a more modern approach which does help you to understand what 

his writing means. 
• Iambic pentameter, 5 acts, written as a mix of poetry and prose 
• I think it's done in iambic pentameter (Shakespeare anyway) and is in a style that is only 

slightly elevated above naturalistic acting. 
• Comedies and tragedies, male actors. Performances in theaters and traveling players. 

Shakespeare was awesome. 
• It’s what most of our shows are based off of 
• Old English style and very well written 
• Didn’t Vaudeville come out of this or is that its own style of theater? 
• Comedy and drama. I love it. 
• Formal, English, dry 
• Globe theater 
• The one I'm most familiar with. A lot of middle English, Renaissance style dress. There 

is always some sort of twisted story meant to play on emotions. Use of realistic life 
situations as well as fantasy elements (Midsummer Night's Dream.) 

• Men played women in Shakespearean plays in Shakespeare's time. 
• Plays based on the writings of Shakespeare 
• Based on the works of William Shakespeare. 
• Romance and tragedy 
• Shakespeare in Love. Romeo and Juliet- kind of stuffy but has been modernized to speak 

to modern audiences 
• Diverse topics, nationalist. Very word-centric; iambic pentameter. 
• Classic, not always easy to understand, but awesome when done well. 
• complex language, few characters, lots of soliloquy 
• Not much 
• I've only ever seen Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead 
• Iambic pentameter, very intense plots, variety of characters 
• I think of it as classic idea of theater 
• It addresses societies issues using sarcasm and comedy 
• In versus 
• Very dry hidden humor mixed in, loved Othello and Macbeth 



• Traditionally performed with men playing women, they plays themselves were often 
designed as histories and thinly veiled political commentaries that are lost to time for 
modern audiences. They were theatre "for the people," where regular people would make 
up the main theatre floor, standing in the stalls. 

• In the round, Marlowe and Shakespeare were most popular playwrights 
• The language is difficult to understand at times 
• Elizabethan theater is usually a combination of poetry and soliloquies. Tragedies and 

comedies. 
• I only remember a little bit about some of his plays, and also some random tidbits. I 

remember that only guys were in the theatre troop, plus the crowd was awful rowdy in 
the theatre. 

• Typically 5 act plays with a turning point in the third act 
• I have seen Julius Caesar 
• Drama, stage design, murder, conspiracy 
• Certain type of speech pattern. Once large outdoor theaters 
• Read/seen a few Shakespeare plays. I don't know much about them other than class 

discussion. 
• The penny seats where it was only standing room. The poorer theater goers were the ones 

that influenced the bawdy humor while the "higher thinking" aspects were written for the 
educated rich patrons 

• Men did the acting. The Circle (or maybe Round) Theater is a place connected with 
Shakespeare, it was popular among rich and poor 

• All men, usually had chorus also, considered vulgar until royal/wealthy patronage 
introduced 

• No women were on stage 
• In it's time it was only men who played all the parts. V. gory with like real pigs blood if 

the scene called for it. LONG! 
• Guys often played female parts "in the day." 
• Originally used natural lighting, for the masses, only men performed, Elizabethan period 

costumes/speech, used iambic pentameter style lines and when deviates from the style 
you know something is wrong or something important is going to happen. Often uses 
elements of supernatural. 

• Originally used natural lighting, for the masses, only men performed, Elizabethan period 
costumes/speech, used iambic pentameter style lines and when deviates from the style 
you know something is wrong or something important is going to happen. Often uses 
elements of supernatural. 

• Written in verse, includes comedies, tragedies, and histories. Source of many common 
sayings and book titles. Originally all parts were played by men. 

• Plays usually written in blank verse, could be performed in large outdoor theatres or 
smaller indoor ones, staging practices tended to involve minimal scenery so the plays' 
language provided what Brockett called "spoken decor", sometimes costumes were hand-
me downs from aristocratic patrons 

• iambic pentameter, five acts, death or marriages, clowns 
• all men, long 
• It's old timey stuff that can be funny with its brash and bold statements. I dig. 



• Historians believe it sounds better in an American accent as that was the original English 
accent. 

• Iambic pentameter. Men played girls. And everybody dies at the end. 
• Nothing 
• Dramatic. Mixed styles and themes. 
• Men played all roles 
• It was written mainly for the lower classes, though the upper class got interested in it. It's 

full of innuendo. It was performed at the Globe Theatre in London. 
• Very dramatic with lots of death and romance. 
• Globe theatre? Men played female roles 
• Originally all the actors were men 
• verse, mythology, white makeup 
• Written in older English, many times centers around a romantic relationship 
• Shakespeare. Marlowe. 
• Shakespearian? It is my only guess because I've been in ensembles of theatre 
• Perhaps this kind is European or even English and occurred in the Victorian era 
• Boys play women's parts, Shakespeare, open air 
• Never breaking the 4th wall except for soliloquies, theater for the common man 

  



What do you know about Commedia Dell’arte? Write down anything you think you know, 
whether it’s right or wrong. 
 

• Masks, stock characters, comedy and slapstick bits, relationships! 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Very interesting 
• I'm guessing it's funny. 
• Absolutely nothing lol 
• Nothing 
• Comedy art 
• nothing 
• Stock characters with masks. Harlequin. 
• It could be Italian or French 
• French maybe? 
• Based on how I think that is pronounced it probably means either comedy art or 

something to do with media art 
• My boss introduced me to it. 
• Know nothing - guessing form of comedic theatre 
• nothing 
• I have no exposure or knowledge to this type of theater. 
• Commedia dell'arte is a specific kind of comedy 
• Never heard of it 
• Dramatic and comedic 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Is it Italian? 
• It's funny. 
• nothing 
• I don't know what that is 
• Nothing 
• Never heard of it 
• European Renaissance 
• Never heard of it 
• Something to do with comedy? 
• Is the same like annie get your gun? I am going to assume funny? 
• Italian theatre, mostly improvisational and built out of a pretty standard form and 

structure, with actors taking on a set of archetypal characters, and adopting many 
common tropes in their pursuit of the performance. 

• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• I think I know that it's funny. 
• No idea at all 



• Sounds Italian 
• I don't know 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Comedic art...in France? 
• Not a thing! 
• I know nothing 
• Architypes 
• Nothing 
• comedic? 
• Used masks to convey certain types of characters. Far from realism, it is meant to be 

representational and could be perceived as presentational. It is comedic and often satire. 
• Used masks to convey certain types of characters. Far from realism, it is meant to be 

representational and could be perceived as presentational. It is comedic and often satire. 
• I think of it as being very stylized with outlandish costumes and makeup. 
• Used improvisation and lazzi (bits of comic business), employed stock characters, some 

characters were masked, physical comedy and scatological humor 
• character stereotypes, comedy, exaggerated masks 
• n/a 
• Nothing. Is it about comedy though? 
• I don't know what that is. 
• It's almost like improv comedy. Stock characters in funny scenes, everything slapstick. 

They DON'T die at the end! 
• Nothing I recall. Sorry 
• Nothing 
• Characters are archetypes. Always the same characters. 
• Italian plays that are funny. 
• Improvisation and it's Italian 
• Don't know this type I'm guessing it's comedic theater 
• stock characters, lots of movement, comedy 
• None 
• Italian archetypal comedy, with easily recognizable characters. 
• Nothing really . 
• Comedy plays 
• Stock characters, northern Italy, improv 
• Clowns, Italian, archetypal characters 

  



What do you know about Brechtian theatre? Write down anything you think you know, whether 
it’s right or wrong. 
 

• Epic! Silent scream, morals at the end 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• I think there is some character projection at beginning 
• Nothing 
• Nothing. I don't even know that word. It's performed on a stage in a theater? 
• Nothing. 
• No guess 
• nothing 
• I know nothing 
• Not a clue 
• Nothing 
• The name kinda makes me wanna say that it’s Italian but what do I know? 
• nothing 
• Nothing 
• nothing 
• I have no exposure or knowledge to this type of theater. 
• Never heard of it 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Don't know 
• I got nothing. 
• nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Never heard of it 
• Strict 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• I honestly have no clue 
• German, Bertolt Brecht...that's about it. I imagine they were drab and gloomy, but that is 

more a guess based on my knowledge of German theatre in general 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing. 
• No idea 
• German 
• I don't know 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 



• Jesus take the wheel 
• Not a thing! 
• Again, nothing 
• Simple 
• Ooo Annalise taught me... except I forget. It's like a stage within a stage? And they have 

like name/place/date indicators on the side. 
• I don't even think I know anything, other than it is a theater term. 
• Characters talk directly to the audience, and is meant to distance the audience from the 

subject and characters. The desired effect is to make you think, make you analyze what's 
happening. 

• Nothing at all. I imagine it has something to do with Bertolt Brecht. 
• Tried to alternate entertaining the audience and jarring them out of complacency, in 

classic sense was often associated with politics and Marxist economic theory, employed 
"alienation" techniques to try to encourage critically detached but active spectatorship, 
somewhat based on Brecht's understanding of Chinese acting (Beijing Opera), endings 
sometimes ambiguous, used devices like signs and revealed musicians and lighting, 
influence on later playwrights concerned with social justice like Caryl Churchill or Tony 
Kushner 

• harsh, alienation, gritty parts of humanity 
• harsh, alienation, gritty parts of humanity 
• mack the knife, pirate jenny, eschew convention 
• Don't even know where to start with this one. 
• I don't know what that is. 
• It's weird and makes you confused. It makes you hate it, but it's on purpose 
• Nope. Sorry 
• Nothing 
• Literally not a clue. 
• It involves actors and maybe music. 
• I haven't heard of it 
• Nothing 
• distancing affect, political activation 
• None 
• Education of entertainment. Alienation effect. 
• Nothing really. 
• It's in the style of a famous theater person 
• Bertolt! Political mid 20th century 
• Breaking the 4th wall on purpose, exposing scenery, costume changes, etc 

  



What do you think is/was the purpose of ritualized theatre? 
 

• Community, celebration, political commentary, social 
• To keep people coming back 
• I have no idea but I would think it would have something to do with religion 
• Standard message to reinforce cultural norms 
• No clue 
• To evoke certain moods, and to reflect cultures 
• To provide a structure for the creation of plays and a style that suits the culture and 

expectations of the people 
• Create a connection to history. 
• Storytelling, culture, tradition 
• If I understand the term, ritualized theatre provides a context and constraint for the art to 

take place in, and a sense of familiarity for the audience to understand it from, so it 
makes it accessible to those who know are comfortable with the ritual. All art needs 
limits and contexts, and it provides that too. 

• Passing down stories. Bringing people together through shared experience 
• Spreading ideas from elite to the common people 
• To tell stories 
• To tell a story or lesson 
• ? 
• Unknown 
• don't know 
• Cautionary tales in an entertaining way. It showed what could come of things in a 

dramatized situation. Aside from that, they didn't have Youtube so there had to be 
something entertaining. 

• To entertain, to celebrate, to pray 
• Entertainment based on culture and affluence 
• Act it out 
• No idea 
• Poetry, art, morality, religious emphasis, propaganda, an opiate for the masses, a safe 

exploration of psychological depths. 
• To pass it down? 
• entertainment, satire 
• To have a ritual in their lives? 
• No idea 
• What is ritualized theater? 
• I have no idea what that is 
• To make a statement about societies issues. 
• To provide entertainment, then to deliver a message 
• Raw art form, very vague on meanings that goes deep in its representations? 
• To evoke a particular response in the lay audience, generally about a topical issue, taboo, 

or controversy, presented in an entertaining and engaging way. 
• Mostly religious 



• To make it easier to understand 
• To inform culture, using storytelling to hold tradition over the years. 
• To portray the emotions and situations of life that we all see but don't take the time to 

examine or reflect on as we should. 
• Provides an easily followed patter to craft stories on 
• I don't know 
• Entertainment 
• No idea 
• Entertainment 
• The inherent need humans have for expressing themselves through the arts (a total guess) 
• I assume it has something to do with keeping aspects of plays constant across different 

plays. 
• Differs throughout eras, to entertain poor desperate masses but also to comment on 

historic and present day events and human nature. To examine truths in a way that 
removes them from reality, making them seem less objectionable 

• To help calm the everyday people 
• What is the purpose of anything ritualized? It's just a set of guidelines to try and put 

something abstract into a specific context. 
• This question is above my pay grade. 
• Originally, theatre as a ritual was meant to honor Dionysus, but the ritual aspects of it 

were stretched. When works wanted to emphasize something, they would go away from 
the ritual aspects that people were familiar with to achieve that effect. 

• To get the audience to re-examine ideas by presenting them in an unusual, unfamiliar 
manner 

• To get the audience to re-examine ideas by presenting them in an unusual, unfamiliar 
manner 

• In the modern era anyway the idea was to use performance in a way that would involve 
and activate the audience. Schechner thought ritual had a participatory audience of 
believers and that ritual was efficacious. He wanted theatre to be more ritualistic and not 
just entertaining. 

• to keep traditions alive and reinvent them simultaneously 
• entertainment? 
• Ritualized? Maybe theater that is played out in the same way. Like a ritual that is done 

repeatedly throughout theater to create a form or style. 
• For entertainment 
• Make audiences feel like they're a part of it 
• Distraction. If done right you remove yourself from your world to join them in theirs. 
• Art, self expression, bringing a concept/story to life 
• To teach. To express the current zeitgeist. To challenge the powers that be in the current 

culture. 
• It involves trying to get people to conform to certain beliefs. 
• to invoke emotions for entertainment, to express ideas, to make ideological points, to 

share stories 
• It was performed every year or on certain occasions 
• making people feel like a community 



• In order to pass on traditions 
• Religious. 
• To bring people together to explore art through drama and dance. 
• To participate in a ritual 
• Make statements, inform, sway 
• Expression of the culture (rigid society is a rigid structure), storytelling, keeping oral 

tradition alive 
  



What do you think is stylized or ritualized about modern theatre you’ve seen? 
 

• The format 
• Music, blocking, set and costume, cuts and emphasis on different parts of the text 
• Haven't been lately 
• I have no idea 
• Take on themes of day mostly trying to be activist 
• Makes you think 
• Whether or not there is dialog, and the kind of movement, and interaction between 

characters 
• Broadway shows have two acts and similarly stylized songs. 
• Plot structure, dream sequences 
• Well, I guess it counts as pretty stylized when the actors all start dancing and singing in 

the middle of a drama. 
• So much variety. Audience expectations, maybe? 
• The architecture (the way the audience faces the stage) 
• To express and idea, emotion or specific point of view 
• The telling of a story or lesson 
• Like some. 
• Unknown 
• probably sets and costumes 
• The most modern theater I've watched recently is Pansoori which is a very simplistic 

form of Korean folk opera. Usually two people sing a story with the accompaniment of a 
musician with a drum. Everything is based on traditional ways, so that's where the 
stylized comes in. 

• Intermission, audience, curtain speech, applause, 
• The genera, i.e. Musical, comedy, drama, satire 
• The sets and costumes are stylized. The way the conductor is introduced in musicals is 

ritualized as is the way a play is divided in to acts. 
• ? 
• No idea 
• Movement and line delivery have certain traditions in modern theater. Rehearsal and 

preparation have certain mythologies as well. 
• I don't know what this means. Perhaps I'm an idiot. I'm sorry you didn't get someone 

smarter to answer for you, haha. 
• no idea 
• Uhhh... 
• I am not sure what the question is about. 
• The division into acts 
• I don’t know what those two terms mean 
• No idea! 
• Regardless of the show, the ritual of bowing always occurs at the end. 
• Weird art 



• The types of songs in a modern musical are highly ritualized to the point of predictability, 
but just like with traditional theatre or Comedia Dell'arte especially, it's not borne of 
laziness but effectiveness at getting the point and emotion and plot across. 

• Symbolism tends to be heavy in more popular drama, such as the crutch in Cat on a Hot 
Tin roof 

• They make it easier to understand 
• The human voice, scenery, costumes, form of plays. 
• Haven’t seen a play since the Pippin revival like 3 years ago, so I dont really know 
• I think it is always cool but I'm glad it is a niche form rather than mainstream 
• I don't know 
• Musical, comedy 
• No idea 
• Jokes seem a lot more on the nose in modern theater. 
• Oh god idk 
• Maybe the schedule of a play - first act, intermission, second act. 
• Gender blind casting, one woman shows, performance art 
• It all takes from the past 
• Oy, what a question! I do not have an answer though. 
• Even more above my paygrade. 
• I think theatre has gotten more elaborate - more elaborate costumes, sets, projection 

mapping screens, etc. I think it is because they know audiences want to see something 
flashy and exciting, maybe it sells better, or maybe you have to do it that way in order to 
compete with TV and movies. We treat actors and actresses as "godlike" now, and revere 
them above others. 

• Stark sets, 
• Movement is often the thing that I notice when it is stylized. Whether it is modern dance 

or a blocking technique like Viewpoints, I tend to notice when people move in non-
realistic ways. 

• scenic transitions, opening and closing of the show, the intermission breaks 
• this is embarrassing. I have no idea 
• I haven't seen much modern theater because I feel like they use older styles and maybe 

twist them, but don't go too far from the old style. If they went further from the old style, 
they'd be changing the original work. 

• I don't know. 
• You have to think a lot sometimes 
• Not sure. The last production I watched was clunky and hard to follow. 
• I'm not sure 
• No matter what it is written about it serves to reflect popular belief of today’s society. It 

pushes certain agendas whether they be positive or negative. 
• Unsure 
• Only have 2 acts 
• laugh tracks, types of characters, types of songs in musical theatre 
• The emergence of a minimalist style and the exploring of more controversial topics 
• Modern theatre is too diverse to consider it stylized in any one way. 



• I haven't seen modern theatre in so long. But modern theatre has paved the way to bring 
new innovative ideas to modern theatre. 

• Not sure 
• Musical conventions, break 4th wall 
• Is it incorrect to say that it's a ritual to always do something supposedly out of the 

ordinary? Breaking traditions has become our tradition. See the stage crew, because why 
not. Huge twist, because why not. 

 
 
 


